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The standard molecular data (SMD) format is described, providing a powerful tool for data 
exchange between ~~~y ?rientcd programs. By its modular dcaign it offers a brood application 
range and great tlexJbJ!Jty With respect to future extensions; i.e., definition of new information 
blocks is possible without affecting existing blocks. Furthermo.re, the SMD format includes the 
concept of superatorns-representing subsets of a molecular structure or ensemble-which offers 
a new str~tegy for economi~ and flexible storage of large molecules (proteins, polymers, etc.) 
and perm1ts ~ new and conststent method for storage of reactions. This paper is not intended 
to be a tecbmcal report on the format, but the basic ideas and strategies guiding its design are 
presented. 

(1) INTRODUCTION 

Integration of chemistry programs is one of the major goals 
in computer chemistry today. 1•2 The reason is obvious as by 
no means all aspects of this field are covered by a single 
program system and the needs are still growing. Just a few 
of the demands include the following: 

• retrieval of molecular structures including related data 
• reaction retrieval and synthesis planning 
• molecular modeling and physicochemical parameters for 

the purpose of molecular design 
• molecular structure elucidation 
• quantum chemistry calculations 
• mixing of structures, reactions, data, and text in reports 
• transport of commercial databases into in-house systems 
There are programs available for each of these demands 

separately. But in general a project requires joint application 
of more than one task mentioned above, and for this purpose 
the efficient exchange of information between different systems 
is essential. 

One way to overcome this problem is to equip the different 
systems with conversion routines, which enables the user to 
transfer data from one program to another.3 Here, one needs 
N(N- 1) conversion routines for a set of N communicating 
programs. For a large number of programs it might be more 
advantageous to use a common data structure with a uniform 
interface. In this case the number of conversion routines does 
not exceed the number of programs. And for new program 
components to be integrated into the system, it is just necessary 
to incorporate library routines that handle the input/ output 
operations via the uniform data structure. The SMD format 
is designed to provide such an integration tool on the basis of 
a file format. It has been developed in the course of the 
computer-assisted synthesis planning (CASP) project, which 
is run by a consortium of seven German and Swiss chemical 
companies (BASF, Bayer, Ciba-Geigy, Hoechst, E. Merck, 
Hoffmann-La Roche, and Sandoz). The basis of this devel
opment was the Molfile format of the earlier simulation and 
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evaluation of chemical synthesis (SECS) program.~ 
Recently some other research institutions in the field of 

computer chemistry ex.hibited distinct interest in the SMD 
format (i.e., Fraser Williams, ORAC Ltd., FIZ Chemie Berlin, 
Sadtler, and others), and compatible formats have been de
signed for special purposes [e.g., format by the Joint Com
mittee on Atomic and Molecular Physics (JCAMP) for 
spectroscopic data storage,5 which on one hand has a more 
limited scope but on the other hand puts much emphasis on 
spectroscopically relevant features like stere~hemistry] . 

There is a variety of formats of similar scope in use, e.g., 
by <;:AS,6 DARC,7 MDL,1 and others.9 But these support 
particular needs only and are restricted to use within special 
systems, and hence-although they are successful in their 
special fields-they tend to be limited with respect to their 
information content and application range. 

By no means do we claim that the SMD format presented 
here covers all information explicitly that will ever be used in 
computer chemistry. But it is designed in an entirely modular 
form, thus permitting definition and addition of completely 
new information without affecting the existing structures. This 
unique feature provides an extreme flexibility that ensures a 
nearly unlimited upward compatibility with respect to future 
developments. 

While in section 2 the general strategy and fundamental 
properties of the SMD format are presented, the general de
scription is brought to life by discussing some selected examples 
in more detail in section 3. A few statements on the SMD 
library (section 4) and the conclusions (section 5) complete 
the paper. 

(2) GENERAL STRATEGY AND FUNDAMENTAL 
PROPERT1ES OF THE SMD FORMAT 

A SMD file is a sequential text file containing ASCD code. 
This ensures that the file is transferable to different hardware 
irrespective of machine type (mainframes, departmental, 
workstations, PCs, etc.), its origin (IBM, DEC, etc.), and the' 
programming language used. Furthermore, this allows us to 
read and to interpret the file visually-which sometimes is 
convenient- and to edit its contents with any text editor. 
However, the latter practice is not recommended as it can 
easily lead to files that are no longer readable by the SMD 
routines themselves and that might be inconsistent in their 
information. 
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The information content of a SMD file is organized in a 
hierarchical order with the following structural tools. 

(a) SMD File. The SMD file represents the global con
nection to the operating system. It may contain a single SMD 
structure or several SMD structures. 

(b) SMD Structure. This entity includes the information 
with respect to a chemically relevant unit, i.e., a single molecule 
or an ensemble of molecules that are in a certain relation to 
each other (i.e., a reaction). It is our strategy that such a SMD 
structure is complete and consistent in its information content. 
There are no pointers to external items, which might be 
modified in an uncontrolled way and thus spoil the overall 
relation. For reactions this requires the storage of reactants 
and products for each reaction, again, instead of establishing 
connections to the corresponding molecular items. This pro
cedure seems to be a very inconvenient method of storage. But 
on the other hand this strategy releases us from setting up a 
global checking system to keep track of the interrelations 
between separate information units. In our opinion such a 
checking system is not manageable in large databases of 
molecular structures and related reactions. Furthermore, as 
soon as one tries to store entire reaction sequences or even 
reaction networks with the associated atom correspondencies, 
one will be lost with the idea of separate information units for 
reactants and products. 

(c) Information Blocks. Each SMD structure is divided, 
again, into several information blocks, each containing special 
data associated with the corresponding SMD structure. These 
blocks are to serve as simple transport mediums for infor
mation; i.e., no checking on its consistency and correctness is 
done. It is entirely up to the writing program to ensure the 
validity of the information and the reading system to interpret 
only those blocks it is able to handle. 

A minimal list of information blocks needed for storage of 
molecular and reaction data is given by 

block type contents 

DTCR creation date and time of the structure (cf. Figure 2) 
DTUP date and time of last modification (cf. Figure 2) 
CT connection table(s) of a structure or a reaction (cf. 

Figures 2-4) 
CO corresponding Cartesian coordinates ( cf. Figure 2) 
LB atom/superatom labels (any descriptors or labels 

attached to an atom or superatom) (cf. Figures 2-4) 
FORM empirical formula (cf. Figure 2) 
NAME name of compound (any name of compound, e.g., trade 

name, IUPAC name, etc.; not standardized) (cf. 
Figure 2) 

TEXT arbitrary text information related to the molecule or 
reaction ( cf. Figures 2,4) 

DDS general data related to a single compound (dynamical 
data set block, i.e., CAS Registry Number, special 
properties, test results with respect to activities, etc. 
may be stored here; cf. Figure 2) 

RXN general data related to a reaction (reaction data block; 
cf. Figure 4) 

Any extension of this set is very easy. In effect, the list of 
actually used information blocks will be considerably larger 
and entirely fitted to the needs of the programs within a 
system. Even graphics data, represented by some kind of 
graphics metafiles, may be included and transferred via the 
SMD format. Its modularity makes it extremely flexible, open 
for any additional data, and new data types can be supple
mented without affecting existing blocks. 

(d) Subblocks and Superatoms. In order to allow for ad
ditional structuring of the information in a block, the sub block 
tool is provided. Besides the general strategy of ordering 
information, this idea leads to the concept of superatoms with 
respect to the storage of chemical structures (i.e., structuring 
the CT, CO, and LB blocks). Hence, superatoms represent 
molecular fragments of a large structure or molecular entities 
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Figure 1. General scheme of information levels in a SMD file. 

in the frame of a complete reaction. In general, a superatom 
can be any arbitrary subset of the chemical unit represented 
in the SMD structure. This concept of a hierarchical struc
tured representation of chemical structures permits completely 
new strategies in the storage of molecules and reactions. A 
more detailed discussion with some examples demonstrating 
this feature is given in the next section. 

(e) Data Record. Data records are the lowest level in the 
information hierarchy, and they provide the explicit infor
mation. They have to start with a Jetter, a digit, or a space. 
This requirement implicitly defines all other characters as 
potential control characters. If the remaining columns at the 
end of a record have the value zero or space, they can be 
omitted. All data within a record are kept in free format unless 
a format is specified in the block/subblock itself. 

In summary, there is a hierarchy of tools to structure the 
information in a SMD file. A schematic organization of a 
SMD file is represented in Figure 1. It is completely up to 
the communicating programs to use these tools for an intel
ligent, convenient, and economic transfer of data. 

(3) DISCUSSION OF EXAMPLES 

After the presentation of the basic ideas behind the design 
of the SMD format, the following discussion of some selected 
examples is meant to demonstrate the practical use of the tools 
described above. 

Example 1: SMJ) Structure of 2-Hydroxypyridine N -Oxide. 
Our first example deals with a single molecule. The molecular 
diagram and the corresponding SMD file are given in Figure 
2 with detailed information on the meaning of the different 
entries described in italic letters. The SMD file starts with 
a special start record for an SMD structure, >STRT {name}, 
with {name} being an optional classification of the corre
sponding SMD structure. It is finished implicitly either by 
the starting record of the next SMD structure within the file 
or by the end of file mark (as in our case). 

A series of information blocks (DTCR, DTUP, CT, CO, 
LB, FORM, NAME, TEXT, and DDS) follows, each iden
tified by a start record of the form >{blktypj{namej{blklenl 
{text}. The abbreviations used are defmed as follows: >, special 
delimiter indicating the block level of information hierarchy; 
{blktypj, type of information block (up to four characters); 
{name}, an arbitrary optional classification; {blklenj, number 
of data records within this block excluding the starting record 
(five digits, optional, right justified); {text}, optional text. Each 
block is finished either by the next delimiter">", the delimiter 
of a subblock "]"(see below), or the end of file mark. The 
contents of the different blocks are described in the figure. A 
few of the blocks require some additional comments. 

Cf Block. To represent chemical structure information in 
computer-readable form, many methods have been proposed.10 

According to our general policy mentioned in the previous 
section, we prefer a topological representation of the structures 
in the form of a connection table rather than a linear notation. 
We use a noncanonical and nonconcise connection table. If 
necessary, the program that reads the SMD file could 
transform it into the canonical representation by performing 
rules originally proposed by Morgan 11 and improved by 
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>STRT Exe.aple -------------------------------> START riC'Ord ot· .. '1'"/1/J structurl' 
>DTCR CASP 00000 21-JUL-87 1S:OS:26 ---> .block for crttiltion dttfl'.' Clock dl'lilitl'r, .block typt', 
>DTUP S"OUTI 1.1 00000 22-JUL-87 09:11:13 -I ..block cl.J .. •uti/ict~tum. nu•JJ1r of records wit!Jin t!JI' .block, 
>CT CASP - 00017 ------1 l crl'tttion dttft', crl'tttion ti•l' 

I 8 (A2.SI2) (612) -1 I 1-> updrJtl' .blocK: S.JIII' d4ftt structurl' rJS OTCR 
C 1 0 0 0 0 1 1---------------> .. r:ft!trt reC'ord of conm~ction ftt.bll' .b}t:JcJ: .blo('A' dl'/imJtl'r,.blocA'typl' 
c 1 0 0 0 0 j option.t/ n.tll' (14A', IP ('/urr4cters), nv•JJer Q/ rl't"~rds v.it!Jin t/Je 
I 0 0 1 0 0 I .b}~cJ (nptiont~JJ 
c 0 o 0 0 0 1--------------------> m.J111Jer of .Jto•/super,to• records, nu•Cer of Cond r~cords, F'ORTRAN for•tJt 
C 1 0 0 0 0 t:Jf tttt:J• rect:Jrd ... <f (t:Jptit:Jn,,l.J, ft:Jr•ttt t:Jf Ct:Jnd rt~ct:Jrd ... r: (t:Jptit:Jni!l) 
C I 0 0 0 0 ATOK TABU' 

H o o 0-1 o o -------------> t!ltt:J• tmtry: tttt:J• t:Jr .,,upertttt:J# ,..flyi!ICt:JJ, nu•.Der t:Jf t!lftttc!J'd !Jydrt:Jv~n .. rt, 
I 0 1 0 0 0 0 ,..fltereo infor•tJtion (0 = no stereo center, unknovn "'stereo p.trity ", I = odd, 2 = even, 

1 2 2 0 o 0 .1 = n't!Jt'rl, ft:Jrlllt!ll c!Jttrve r ... , -2, -1, t1, I, 2, ... ), rtJdicttJ •ttrA· (fl. JJ, 1urs .. , diff#rttnc' 
2 J 1 0 0 0 for isotope ... q 

3 4 2 o o o 8t>NP .ruu· 
4 S 1 0 0 0 -------------> ./lt:Jnd ~ntry: ifto• nu•.Der t:Jf t!J' f;r .. flt ttto• of t!J~ ./lt:Jnd, nu•./lt'r t:Jf .. .,ttcond iltMt, ..bt:Jnd typ' 
S 6 2 0 o o (/ = ,..,invle, 2 :r: dt:JuCle, J = tripJ~J. stereo infor•tJtion ro = und~fined, J = up, 
6 1 1 0 0 0 2 :r: dt:Ju./1/e ./lt:Jnd ci .. rr, J = dt:Ju./1/e ./lt:Jnd trttns, -1 = up t:Jr dt:Jvn, 6 = dt:Jvn), 
3 7 1 0 o o inft:Jrlll4tion descriCinv connections tt:J supertJto•s (0 0 in t!J; ... • ctJseJ 
481000 

>CO ANGSTROEHS 0000~ ------------------1 
(3112) ---------------1 1---> .. fltttrt rect:Jrd of Ct:Jt:JrdintJte ./llt:Jck: ./1/t:Jck deJi•it~r . ./1/t:Jcktype, 

-594983 426128 0000000 I type of ct:JordintJtea (ANG'STRO£/f, YT/00, R4'TRO, etc,: optiont!l, 1111!1, 

-552812 8251 0000000 I /0 clurrttcter .. ,), nu•Cer of record .. , vit!Jin the ./1lt:Jck (t:Jptionttll 
-169834 -164166 0000000 1------> coordintJte exponent to trtJnafor• t!Je SlfO coordintJt~ ... ., to re41 

170972 81294 0000000 Ct:Jt:JrdinrJtes t:Jf t!J' viven typ' (SifO cot:Jrd,//011.] = AN6:STR0£1f Ct:Jord. J, 
128801 499171 0000000 F'ORTRAH for•tJt of t!Je tJto• coordintJtes (option.J/.1 

-254177 671588 0000000 
-118626 -671588 0000000 ------> inte9t~r vttlu~ .. , t:Jf .r, Y tJnd Z coordin.Jte .. ,; rir;/Jt h .. ,ndt~d 

594983 -109596 0000000 ctJrtt~sitJn syste11 
>LB LABELLIHG 00007 ----------------------> .,fltttrt r'ct:Jrd t:Jf ltti1el ./llt:Jc.t 
6 (I 1,1X .A) ----------------------> nu•Ctu of fol /ovinv entries, F'ORTR.AH for111t1t of t!J~ 'ntries (optiontJl J 
I :C5 
2:C6 
3:HI 
4:C2 ----------------------> nu•.D~r t:Jf ttto• tt:J ./le ltt.b,Jled, , , ltt./1'1 t:Jf t!J' iltt:Jill (i.e. /(IP.AC nu•C~rinr;) 
5 :C3 
6:C4 
>FOR" EMPIRICAL 00001 ----------------------> .. fltttrt r'ct:Jrd nf ft:Jrlll ..blnck 
CS HS N 02 ----------------------> elllpiric.Jl for111Ult1 of COl/pound 
)NA"f TRADE 00001 ----------------------> stttrt rt'cnrd t:Jf nttllll ./1/t:Jck 
2-HYDROXYPYRIDJHE-N-OXIDE ------> nt111' of COillpt:Jund 
>TEXT SMO 00002 -----------·----------> .,<lt.,rt rt'ct:Jrd t:Jf tt'.Yt ..blt:Jck 
This is an arbitrary text ------> ttr..bitr.try text 
describinq the •olecule. 
>ODS RESY 00005 ·---------> stilrt r~ct:Jrd nf dyntt111ic dttttt .. o:::~t .block 
CLJN:XY%12345 ----------> nil•~ of t!J~ item, .", Vd/Ut' t:Jf t!Je it~• 
POSJTJON(t):t-A-400 ----------> n<7AI~ of t/J~ it~M. option<7l ind~x for vt'ctorJZt'd dtttd, ., vttlu~ of t!J~ itt'lll 
POSIT IOH(6): 2-B-888 
RN:tJl~l-J0-3 ----------> CAS r~9i .. r::try num./ler 

Figure 2. SMD structure of 2-hydroxypyridine N-oxide. 

10 

>STAT Eza•ple ---> attJrt record of t!Je .!ilfO structure 
)CT SUPERATOHS 00020 ---> .. flttJrt record of connection ti!./lle Clock 
10 9 () (12,13,412) (A2,!1X,A4)) 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 

---> nu•Cer of 4tOIII/.tupert~to• record.t, nu•Cer of Conti recorda, F'ORTR.AN forllli!t 
of ~to• recorda (optit:Jn4/), for1114t of Conti records (opt;on.Jl), for•~tt t:Jf 
aupertJto• records PI CTPI COP! LBPI 

PI CTPI COP! LBPI 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 
PI CTPI COP! LBPI 

I 2 I 0 7 I 
2 3 I 0 7 I 
3 4 I 0 7 I 
4 5 I 0 7 I 
5 6 I 0 7 I 
6 7 I 0 7 I 
7 8 I 0 7 I 
8 9 I 0 7 I 
~ I 0 I 0 7 1 

]CTPI RESOLVED 
7 7 
C I 
C I 
c I 
c 
C I 
c 1 
S I 
1 2. 2' 
2 J I 
J 4 2 
4 5 I 
, 6 2 
6 I I 
4 7 I 
> LB LABELL I HC 
0 
1LBP1 RESOLVED 
"I ( 11,1 X, A2) 
1 :ct 
2: C2 
J :c3 
4 :C4 
5: C5 
6: C6 
7:57 

A!'Oif TAB!.£ 
-------------> sy111Col of super.Jto• (f.ir.tt letter !JtJa to ..be loverc4ae or second /ett~r !JtJa 

to ..b' 4 di9itJ, n.J•e of au..bCloc.t contt~inin9 t!Je resolved t.~T of t!Je 
svpert!ltol, n,ute l'f col'rdin4te sv...bCloc.t foption4J), nrJII of l4CIIl 
.. fluCCJock (optiont~l) 

BONO TAB!.£ 
-------------> Conti t~ntry: i!f.l'# nuJJ./Ier of tne first .JtOAf of t!J~ .bond, nu•.b~r of ~"~cond tJfo11, 

..bond type, ster11o inforJJtJtion, nu.11Cer of conn~ctinr; tJtOIIf in aup~r,to• 1, 
nu111..ber of connect inv t~to• in supert~toAI 2 

1---> _,t.,rt rect:Jrd of CT su./l.block: ..<:uC.block deli1111 t~r. su.b./1/oC'k nillll~, ._.:u./1./1/t:Jck 
COOtS -----1 cl~J.taifict~tion (option.Jl), nu111Cer of records "it!Jin su..b.bloc)o 
-------------------> nu111./ler of lito• ~ntrit's, nu•C~r t:Jf ..bond ~ntrit>.<: ;n su./1./1/ock 

--------------> r~.r::olv~d CT of !>t1p~rttto111: .<:tructure ilnilloq to t!J~ CT of fiq. 2 

00001 -------------> .. r::t.Jrt r~cord of ht./1~1 ..blot'k 
-------------> num..b~r of .block ~ntries 

00008 -------------> _.,tttrt r~cord of LB .<:ubblock 
-------------> num.b~r of' /ollo"int;~ ~ntrJPS, FORTRAN /orm~t of tht> entrJes toptJon,,/J 

-------------> num./l~r of iltom to ./1~ ;.,b~JJ~d. . , ltt.bPl of t!Je ilto/11 

Figure 3. SMD structure of a poly(phenyl sulfide) polymer. 

Moreau. 12 The CT includes the basic data inherent in 
structural diagrams such as atom properties (elements of the 
periodic table, superatoms, charges, radical and stereo infor
mation) and bond properties [connectivities (single, double, 
triple), stereo information]. With the exception of some 
stereochemical information, the SMD format does not consider 
artificial atom or bond types (aromatic, tautomeric, ring, etc.), 
which are normally the result of a perception process. But 
it is not difficult to make provisions for such atom or bond 
types in future versions of the SMD format because this re
quires definition of some additional atom or bond entries in 

the CT block only. However, at the moment we do not see 
a commonly agreed definition of this additional atom and bond 
information, and therefore we restrict the SMD format to the 
conventional description. 

CO Block. The coordinates are stored as integer values. The 
actual units used (angstrom, au, relative screen units, etc.) are 
specified in the starting record, while the exponent to convert 
the integers to the true floating point values is given in the first 
data record. 

LB Block. In the LB block any arbitrary characterizing 
labels may be attached to the atoms (i.e., IUPAC numbering). 
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DDS Block. The dynamical data set (DDS) block enables 
the storage of any data related to the SMD structure. The 
different items can be defined dynamically in scalorized as well 
as in vectorized form. 

As our first example represents a single and rather small 
molecule, the corresponding information structure is quite 
simple: 

SMD file: 

SMD structure: 

Inf.blocks: 

single SMO itructure 
2-Hydoxypyridine-N-o~ide molecule 

I I I I I I I I\ "" ""' i" " "" "" "" '" illt.. /\ Subbloc:ks: 

Data records: 

Example 2: SMD Structure of a Poly(pbenyl sulfide) 
Polymer. In this example, the SMD format is used for an 
economic storage of a polymer by representing it as a chain 
of its monomers, with each monomer in the chain described 
as a superatom. As can be realized from Figure 3 the CT 
block is structured via a subblock CTPl. While the CT block 
represents the chain of monomers, the explicit structure of the 
monomer is described only once in the CTPl subblock. Hence, 
an extremely compact storage of the polymer is achieved. 
Similar strategies of structured representation will be appli
cable for any large molecule (i.e., proteins, etc.), and they 
provide an interesting tool with respect to quantitative structure 
activity relation (QSAR) studies. 

Technically, the routines automatically assume a superatom 
structure, because the atom identifications in columns 1 and 
2 of the data record in the CT block do not specify an allowed 
atom type. In this case the following fields are interpreted 
as pointers to the corresponding CT, CO, and LB subblocks 
within the SMD structure. (In our example only the CTPl 
and LBPl subblocks are given explicitly. But it is easy to 
realize that an analogous subblock structure might be 
present-if specified at all-for the coordinate and label block, 
too. Furthermore, the reader should be aware that any CO 
subblock will contain relative coordinates shifted to an arbi
trary origin of the molecular fragment.) In the case of such 
a superatom structure the last two entries of the bond spec
ification list gain their full importance. They specify the 
connecting atoms in superatom 1 and/or 2, respectively, ac
cording to the numbering used in CT subblock CTPl. 

Although for clarity of the example no information blocks 
other than CT and LB have been included, the information 
structure in this example is more sophisticated compared to 
example 1; i.e, the following structure is deduced from the 
SMD file given in Figure 3: 

SMD file: sing!& 5~0 structure 
p.olyphe/u~ SMD structure: 

Inf.blocks: CT<palymer chainl . LB 

I \ 
crToTmet:T,rr rrnn Subbloc:ks: 

Data records: 

Example 3: SMD Structure for a Reaction. This example 
is to demonstrate how the concept of superatoms can be used 
for storage of reactions. Our reaction example and its cor
responding SMD structure are given in Figure 4. There are 
two superatoms (ed and pr) representing the starting materials 
(educts) and product ensemble (pr), respectively, which are 
not connected to each other. Possible intermediates might have 
been described by further independent superatoms. The educt 
subblock is split again via a nested subblock structure into the 

~' + 

>STAT REACTION 
)CT 00003 
2 0 () () (A2,(11,A4)) 
ed CTed L8ed 
pr CTpr 
)CTed 00003 
2 0 () () (A2,(1X,AI)) 
e1 CTe1 
e2 CTe2 
]CTe1 00007 
l 2 CA2,5I2) 01,212) 
c 2 
Cl 
c l 
I 2 I 
I l I 
]CTe2 00012 
6 ' (A2,5J2) ([1,2r2) 
c 2 
c 2 
c 
0 
c 2 
c 2 
I 2 I 
2 l I 
l • 2 
3 S I 
S 6 I 
I 6 I 
]CTpr 00017 
8 8 CA2,SI2) 01.212) 
c 2 
c 2 
c 
0 
c 
c 
c 
c 3 
I 2 I 
2 3 I 
l' I 
3 7 I 
3 S I 
S 6 I 
I 6 I 
7 B I 
>LB 00002 
1 CU,U,A) 
2: produet 
]LBed 00003 
2 Ot.U,Al 
t:reaetant 1 
2:r-eactant 2 
)AXN DATA 00000 
]TEXT 00002 
Spachl r .. cuon 
for de•onatraUon 
]AUTH OOOOJ 
nue(J): Keyer A 
na•e(Z): Tanaka & 
na•e(J): Hart•enn C 
]JAN 00001 
JOC 
]VOL 00001 
37 
)PAC! 00001 
1542 
]YEAR 00001 
U12 
]AGT 00002 
r-eat•ntl 
r-eaqent2 
]Tr:"P 00001 
t~O 
]YLD 00001 

" )US 00001 
A. Kueller-

BEBAK ET AL. 

----------> 1t11rt r#tDrtl o/ SK/J •tr&Jctur# 
·--···-···) .. t~rt r~tDrtl D/ tDnn,ctitM t11./IJ' DJDti 

----------> cr ~~ull/llflti t~ductJI 

----------> cr r~~&lliJI&JMJDti #duct2 

--------··) CT .. ub./IJDt:i prDdtJt:f. 

----------> 1t11rt rllt:(lrd tJ/ rn1cti(ln d~t11 i>JDci 

Figure 4. SMD structure of a reaction. 

two reactant molecules. In an analogously organized but not 
fully expanded label block structure, the different molecules 
are identified as reactant 1, reactant 2, and product. 

In the RXN block including subblock structure as well as 
dynamic data set facilities, the corresponding reaction data 
(i.e., yield, temperature, references, compound information, 
etc.) can be stored. 

The information structure tree related to this reaction ex
ample is given by 

SMD file: 

SMD structur-e: 

Inf.blocks: 



SMD FORMAT 

CSAR program 

Figure 5. Scheme of an integrated program system. 

(4) SMD LIBRARY 

Once a standard file format has been designed, all relevant 
programs have to be interfaced to it. The amount of work for 
this step can be minimized by providing a library of subpro
grams that can be included in a program to handle the in
putjoutput operations. An idealized scheme of such a set of 
integrated programs is given in Figure 5. The quality of such 
a common package is certainly better than the quality of 
several isolated routines. since it is used by a large number of 
persons in quite different ways. Efficient validation programs 
can be provided that check on a formal basis whether a given 
file conforms to SMD or not. Additions to the SMD format 
are included in the subprograms of the library; additions to 
a program are only necessary if the data involved in this ad
dition are relevant. The most important point is the inter
ference of the subroutines with the internal representation of 
the connection table within the program. The package has 
been designed in such a way that a programmer has to provide 
a few subroutines transferring data from or to the internal 
connection table. These calls remain unchanged even if the 
format itself and/or the library is changed. 

The library was developed by using FORTRAN under 
TOPS-20 and VMS, but every effort was made to adhere to 
standards, so the package should run on any machine with a 
FORTRAN compiler. 

(5) CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

By comparison of the different information trees of examples 
1-3 in section 3, it is realized that the SMD format described 
in this paper provides ari adequate and flexible tool for transfer 
of chemical structure information and data between chemically 
oriented programs. Its modular design offers a btoad appli
cation range and guarantees nearly unlimited upward com
patibility to future extensions. And there is no doubt that 
certain points will require extension in the future, e.g., ste
reochemical description of molecules, tautomeric and meso
meric bonds, coordinate bonds in inorganic and metal organic 
complexes, and storage of reaction sequences including atom 
correspondencies. Research on these and even more topics still 
goes on. But as soon as widely agreed solutions to one or 
several of these projects are achieved, the SMD format is ready 
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to be extended with respect to them. The value of the format 
as a transfer medium depends on simple and generally accepted 
conventions. Specific interpretations of chemical features 
should not be used within the SMD format. SMD library 
routines and-if necessary-special perception routines are 
to be included within the individual programs to obtain a 
particular interpretation from basic information of the SMD 
format (and vice versa). 

The concept of superatoms included in the SMD format 
permits a structured representation of (large) molecules and 
reactions. Furthermore, we believe this concept indicates a 
possible way of handling generic structures and Markush 
formulas. We do not have a final solution for these problems 
yet, but promising attempts are under investigation. 
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